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In this paper we discuss how a general theory of instruction called Concept-Focused Instruction (CFI) can 
assist in the professional development of prospective teachers. CFI provides prospective teachers with a 
foundation and logical decision-making process for selecting, designing, and teaching mathematics. First, 
we provide a theoretical and practical context for having a theory of instruction. This leads into a 
description of the theory. The background and three core principles are provided, in particular in the 
context of the university methods course. The paper concludes with an overview of the findings and areas 
for future development. 

ey ords  eacher d cation Preservice  eacher eliefs  eacher no ledge 

Introduction  

esearchers in mathematics ed cation have sho n considerable interest in the professional 
development of prospective mathematics teachers. all and her colleag es all, bienns i,  Me born, 
2001  have contrib ted for over a decade to this no ledge base by contemplating the specific no ledge, 
s ills, and dispositions that prospective mathematics teachers need to learn hile they are in their 

niversity program. For e ample, prospective mathematics teachers need to learn ho  to elicit st dent tal  
ho  to lead a disc ssion by eliciting and as ing good estions  ho  to interpret st dents  thin ing so they 
can learn to develop and s pport st dent learning. n a more general sense, Darling ammond and her 
colleag es have s ggested the importance of framing the niversity e perience more to ards the sensitive 
nat re of learning and the effects of teaching. n partic lar, Darling ammond 1998  states there is a need 
to prepare prospective mathematics teachers ith greater nderstanding of comple  sit ations rather than 
see ing to control them ith simplistic form las or coo ie c tter ro tines  p. 10 . 

According to So der 2007 , s ccessf l professional development programs remains the greatest 
challenge e ed cators face  o r goal sho ld be to prepare them prospective teachers  for f t re 
learning, in part beca se at the niversity e can foc s only on learning for practice and not eno gh of 
that , and e no  they have m ch more to learn in practice hile teaching  p. 213 . Prospective teachers 
need opport nities to nderstand and se effectively and creatively f ndamental mathematical content and 
concepts  teach content thro gh the perspectives and methods of in iry and problem solving  integrate 
ed cation theory ith act al teaching practice  and integrate mathematics teaching e periences ith 
research on ho  people learn mathematics.  

iebert, Morris, er , and ansen 2007  address this challenge, of preparing the beginning teacher, by 
proposing a frame or  composed of fo r competencies  a  setting learning goals for st dents, 
b  assessing hether the goals are being achieved d ring the lesson, c  specifying hypotheses for hy the 

lesson did or did not or  ell, and d  sing the hypotheses to revise the lesson. hey claim that teaching 
prospective teachers the no ledge, s ills, and dispositions in each of these areas ill allo  the f t re 
teachers to have a deliberate, systematic path to analy ing ca se effect relationships bet een teaching and 
learning  and therefore, becoming an effective teacher over time.  

he mathematics methods co rse typically lays the fo ndation for developing the no ledge, s ills, 
and dispositions for mathematics teaching. he challenge there, as established by mathematics ed cators, 
is the prospective teachers often interpret the niversity based co rse as disconnected to hat act ally 
happens in classroom e periences in schools. Fre ently the preservice teachers e pect they ill learn how 
to teach mathematics b t instead feel li e they are presented ith a menagerie of instr ctional theories 
Me born, 1999, 2000 . n addition, the seemingly discrete instr ctional techni es and approaches 

presented in the methods class create the impression that the mathematics methods co rse is theoretical 
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and impractical.  his perception is then reinforced d ring field e periences here classroom management 
iss es and the cooperating teachers  vie s seem incompatible ith information presented by the 
mathematics methods instr ctor bby 2000 . ver three years ago, this disconnect bet een the methods 
co rse and the st dent teaching classroom e perience, ca sed s to consider an alternative approach for the 
mathematics methods niversity co rse. r alternative, related to hat eibert and colleag es describe 
above, as to frame the co rse sing a theory of instr ction.  

According to erome r ner 1966 , a theory of instr ction sets forth r les concerning the most 
effective ay of achieving no ledge or s ill a theory of instr ction, in short, is concerned ith ho  

hat one ishes to teach can best be learned, ith improving rather than describing learning  p. 40 . 
F rther, erome r ner says a viable theory of instr ction 1  identifies the e periences that are compatible 

ith the ay st dents learn, 2  e plains the str ct re of the no ledge ithin a discipline, 3  identifies 
the most effective instr ctional se ences, and 4  addresses appropriate pacing and motivational 
strategies. thers have described a similar set of principles, each foc sing on the application of no ledge 
and g idance on ho  to help st dents learn eigel th, 1999 . n s mmary, instr ctional theories are 
created as a set of principles and g idelines. hey are not rigid sets of r les that m st be follo ed at all 
cost b t are g idelines that help the practitioner. 

ne co ld arg e that every teacher employs a theory of instr ction hen they select, design, and teach 
mathematical content, albeit typically an implicit theory of instr ction. f prospective teachers co ld begin 
their professional development ith an e plicit theory of instr ction that meets the above criteria as 
defined by r ner, the ne  teacher co ld leave the niversity e perience ith a means to logically select, 
design, and teach mathematics. As r ner 1966  states, the viable theory of instr ction m st identify ith 
the e periences that are compatible ith the ay st dents learn mathematics, e plains the str ct re of 
mathematical no ledge, identifies an effective instr ctional se ence, and addresses appropriate pacing 
and motivational strategies. f prospective teachers e perience this d ring their professional development 
at the niversity, o ld they be more li ely to connect their niversity co rse or  e periences ith the 
p blic classroom  

n this paper, e ish to share the evol tion of a general theory of instr ction that as developed for 
prospective mathematics teachers. he theory of instr ction, called Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF , has 
been sed the last three years in the niversity mathematics methods co rse. ach year, the theory and ho  
it is being implemented in the methods co rse has been refined. Preliminary findings indicate the 
prospective teachers from 2011 2012 demonstrate 1  an improved nderstanding of mathematical 
concepts, 2  lesson plans and teaching practices that are learner centered, and 3  more in depth 
reflections and conversations abo t st dent learning and nderstanding in the classroom. 

n the ne t section of this paper, the theory of instr ction is shared by first describing the process that 
led the a thors of this paper to consider this alternative approach for teaching the methods co rse. 
Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  is then defined, incl ding an overvie  of the progress that led p to the 
c rrent version. After ards, a brief overvie  of the research findings sho ing ho  CF  has had a positive 
impact ith the training of prospective mathematics teachers is described. he paper ends ith a 
disc ssion of c rrent tho ghts, challenges and estions. 

Concept-Focused Instruction 

Background and Context 

ver fo r years ago the a thors of this paper began a conversation abo t the relationship bet een the 
methods co rse e periences and the st dent teaching, or internship, e perience. his conversation as 
consistent ith the established research by Me born 1999 , that is, the prospective teachers did not 
employ m ch of the no ledge and s ills learned in the co rse. he prospective teachers seemed to vie  
the no ledge they gained in professional ed cation classes as r les or prescriptions to apply to 
classrooms, and beca se these r les ere not consistent ith hat they e perienced, they sa  it as a 
disconnect bet een the niversity co rse or  and classroom e perience. he vie s of the cooperating 
teacher became the st dent teachers  dominant practice.  
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his enco raged s to loo  at the traditional teacher training model, in partic lar for the mathematics 
methods co rse. he co rse typically addresses the instr ctional bloc s framed in one of these three 
elements Fig re 1 . 

          

 

Figure 1: The traditional mathematics methods course elements 

What e fo nd is that the prospective teachers seemed to interpret these elements as separate and 
distinct. Mathematics content as hat as learned in their mathematics co rse or . he nat re of 
mathematics as considered a philosophical idea that did not relate to hat they ere there to learn, and 
pedagogy as the sole p rpose of the methods co rse. eca se mathematics ed cators have established 
that the teacher s mathematical no ledge for teaching is directly related to ho  a teacher teaches and 
ho  ell st dents learn ill, o an,  all, 2005  as ell as their beliefs abo t the nat re of 
mathematics or o  P tman, 1996  Philipp, 2007 , o r initial attempt as to find ays to connect the 
co rse elements.  

ven hen e p rposef lly tried to connect these elements, o r preservice teachers did not connect 
the bloc s. At the concl sion, preservice teachers still interpreted the set of information as discrete 
elements and believed the sole p rpose of this co rse as to teach them how to teach mathematics. hen 
d ring the st dent teaching e perience, hen the prospective teacher o ld try to apply the no ledge 
learned in the methods co rse, the iss e of classroom management o ld become prevalent. his res lted 
in their not thin ing at all abo t the methods co rse material. nstead the teachers fo nd themselves in a 
fig rative sea of ed cational ideas, lesson plans and activities hich in t rn made the tas  of planning and 
implementing nfamiliar, yet recommended practices, da nting. hey resorted to the ed cational practices 
of the cooperating teacher, hich ere often incompatible ith the methods co rse no ledge, s ills, and 
dispositions. n o r conversations, the preservice teachers o ld recall the no ledge disc ssed in the 
methods abo t teaching and st dent learning, b t did not have the mindset to access and apply this 
information in their practice. his finding led s to reconsider again the methods co rse elements and 
to ards the idea of finding a clear and decisive format that prospective teachers co ld ma e sense of and 

se to ma e effective instr ctional decisions that foc sed on st dent learning. n other ords, e aimed to 
identify an alternative approach for teaching prospective teachers abo t the nat re of mathematics, 
mathematics content, and pedagogy so they o ld begin to 1  see the connections bet een mathematics 
and mathematical no ledge, 2  nderstand ho  st dents learn mathematics, and 3  teach for concept al 

nderstanding. 

Reframing the Methods Course Elements  

nstead of loo ing at the three bloc s of information as separate, e began to foc s o r attention on 
finding a common idea across the bloc s. he common idea as concept al nderstanding. For the nat re 
of mathematics, in the methods co rse, the aim as to develop a vie  of mathematics being a dynamic, 
concept ali ing process. n terms of mathematical content, the emphasis as on concept ally 

nderstanding the mathematics the prospective teachers may teach. Finally, in the pedagogy bloc , a ey 
element as ho  to teach and assess concept al nderstanding. t as hypothesi ed that foc sing on 
concept al nderstanding o ld allo  s to nat rally address the nat re of mathematics, pedagogy, and 
content topics. 

o place an emphasis on concept al nderstanding, e first had to clarify this idea for a prospective 
teacher. We established all mathematical concepts have three attrib tes  a macroscopic, model, and 
symbolic attrib te itt, 2005  itt  o nsend, 2007 . he macroscopic attrib te defines the conte t for 
the mathematical concept, in other ords, a sit ation that enables individ als to vis ali e an application of 
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the concept. he model attrib te is the tangible representation of the macroscopic attrib te. Finally, the 
symbolic attrib te embodies the definitions and form las associated ith the concept. Fig re 2 belo  
sho s this relationship. 

 

 

Figure 2: Attributes of mathematical concepts 

For e ample, hen thin ing abo t adding fractions, it connects t o concepts  fractions and addition. 
he macroscopic attrib te co ld be a ord problem that applies these concepts ob and S e ordered 2 

identical si ed pi as, one cheese and one pepperoni. ob ate � of a pi a and S e ate 1 8 of a pi a. o  
m ch pi a did they eat together . he model o ld be a dra ing of the pi as, and the symbolic o ld 
incl de the vocab lary and algorithms for adding and finding common denominators. See Fig re 3. 

 

Figure 3: Three attributes describing the concepts Fractions and Addition 

he methods co rse shifted from addressing the nat re of mathematics, pedagogy, and content to a 
foc s on identifying and analy ing macroscopic, model, and symbolic attrib tes of mathematical concepts 
first as a learner, then as a teacher. Within 2 years, e co ld establish Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  
as a theory of instr ction. eaders may ish to refer to earlier p blications that e plain and stify CF  as a 
theory of instr ction Forrest  itt, 2010 . n this paper, the foc s ill be on e plaining ho  the theory of 
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instr ction has provided a systematic and deliberate frame or  for training prospective teachers, and 
specifically ho  it has been a better format for the niversity mathematics methods co rse. 

Concept-Focused Instruction (CFI) Principles 

Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  is based on three core principles. he core principles are 
1  mathematics is a concept ali ing process  2  hen individ als can e plicitly reflect on the three 

attrib tes of mathematical concepts macroscopic, model and symbolic  and can relate them to one 
another, they achieve concept al nderstanding  and 3  in order to teach concept ally, teachers need to 
provide instr ction that addresses the three attrib tes of mathematical concepts beginning ith the 
macroscopic and model relationship macroscopic, model and symbolic . hese three related core 
principles frame the methods co rse design and delivery. r hypothesis is that CF  enables prospective 
teachers to ma e better sense of teaching and learning mathematics as ell as apply f ndamental 
perspectives and methods that s pport ed cation theory and the research on ho  people learn mathematics. 
t is not a novel idea to train prospective teachers by foc sing on mathematics and developing 
nderstanding. So der 2007  describes s ccessf l implementations of s ch programs, for e ample, 

Cognitively G ided nstr ction CG . CF  e tends this line of or . 
he foc s of the ne t section is on the core principles of Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF . ach 

principle clarifies f rther the notion of concept al nderstanding. ach principle can be interpreted as a 
basic hierarchical process b ilding p and clarifying f rther the tho ghts aro nd concept al nderstanding. 

Core principle #1. Mathematics is a concept ali ing process. t has been sho n by researchers ho 
have st died mathematics teachers  epistemological beliefs that teachers ho vie  mathematics as a 
dynamic concept ali ing process ill be more inclined to se approaches for teaching mathematics. 
Additionally, st dents ho nderstand mathematics as a concept ali ing process ill li ely have a more 
acc rate perspective on hat it means to nderstand and learn mathematics. 

n the methods co rse, prospective teachers begin as mathematicians analy ing and solving a 
collection of mathematical tas s. he o tcome is that the prospective teachers e perience mathematics as a 
concept ali ing process. Disc ssion foc ses on the process and thin ing they sed to solved the tas s. he 
instr ctor role models the tenets of Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF , highlighting each attrib te of the 
concept to allo  the prospective teachers to derive at Core Principle 2. 

Core principle #2. When individ als can e plicitly reflect on the three attrib tes of mathematical 
concepts macroscopic, model and symbolic  and can relate them to one another, they achieve concept al 

nderstanding. his principle helps s address t o ey ideas for teaching and learning mathematics. First, 
it provides a fairly simple e planation for mathematical nderstanding. he prospective teachers analy e a 
variety of mathematical topics in terms of the macroscopic, model, and symbolic attrib tes. hat is they 
ma e and or find possible macroscopic observations that allo  a mental pict re of the concept to be 
formed, create models that represent the phenomena, and then state the symbolic terms and form las that 
are applicable. As a res lt, not only do the prospective teachers develop a better nderstanding of the 
mathematical content they are e pected to teach. hro gh this process they begin to concept ali e and 
integrate comple  mathematical ideas into their thin ing. hey also start to reali e and disc ss reasons 

hy individ als may have a s perficial and restricted nderstanding of mathematical content. Finally, they 
reali e ho  critical the model attrib te is hen disc ssing mathematics. his sets p the third principle, 

hich foc ses on teaching mathematics. 

Core principle #3. n order to effectively teach mathematical concepts, teachers need to provide 
instr ction that addresses the macroscopic, model and symbolic attrib tes of concepts beginning ith the 
macroscopic and model relationship. Specifically teachers provide a macroscopic e perience that allo s 
an opport nity to vis ali e the mathematics being ta ght. he st dents then create models to represent the 
macroscopic e perience, and the teacher is then instr cted to se the st dents  models to diagnose hether 
the st dents have a or ing model. nce a or ing model has been established, st dents are prepared to 
learn the symbolic attrib tes. 
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D ring the phase of instr ction here the teacher is diagnosing the st dent models, the prospective 
teachers are trained to as  critical estions s ch as o  does yo r model e plain this sit ation  Sho  
me here yo r model addresses this partic lar idea  etc. n addition, prospective teachers are instr cted 
that once st dents have generated models, and hile instr ction is foc sed on st dents learning the 
mathematics, the instr ction ill be highlighting either the macroscopic attrib te of the mathematics, that 
is the vis al, or instr ction ill be highlighting the symbolic attrib te. ighlighting refers to hat is being 
made lo d and clear d ring the instr ction.  

oo ing bac  again at o r diagram of the three attrib tes of a concept the fig re is repeated belo  for 
convenience , one can see ho  the model attrib te becomes the pivotal attrib te. nce st dents prod ce a 
model of the macroscopic e perience, depending on hether this model is a or able model, the 
prospective teacher thin s abo t emphasi ing either the macroscopic model relationship or the model
symbolic relationship. his allo s the prospective teacher to foc s his her instr ction on a specific 
o tcome.  

 

 

Figure 4: Attributes of mathematical concepts 

n s mmary, sing the three core principles of Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  to frame the 
niversity methods co rse has res lted in o r prospective teachers having better nderstanding and 

practice in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Witho t e plicitly teaching the no ledge, s ills, 
and dispositions related to the nat re of mathematics, mathematics pedagogy and mathematical content, 
o r preservice teachers have nat rally ac ired these s ills in a manner that ma es sense to them. hey 
no  comprehend ho  the nat re of mathematics, pedagogy, and content are related hen it comes to 
teaching st dents mathematics.  

Concept Foc sed nstr ction is beginning to sho  promise as a means for developing prospective 
mathematics teachers, b t it is still a or  in progress. ach year, empirical evidence is gathered to create 
a case doc menting each of the prospective teachers e perience in the niversity mathematics methods 
co rse thro gh the internship. ach case incl des doc mentation sho ing the prospective teachers  
mathematical content no ledge, beliefs abo t teaching and learning, the prospective teachers  vie s of 
mathematics and mathematical no ledge, and se of in iry and mathematical processes in planning and 
delivery. n addition, doc ments ranging from lesson plans, s pervised observations and eval ations are 
part of each prospective teacher s case. 

Conclusion 

Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  is a theory of instr ction that has been s ccessf lly sed to develop 
prospective teachers  nderstanding of mathematics, as ell as their no ledge, s ill, and dispositions for 
teaching and learning mathematics. o ever, the a thors are st beginning to establish a comprehensive 
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research design to test the specific impact of CF  on preservice teachers. For e ample, the a thors have 
identified one iss e that they feel arrants f rther investigation. t is nclear how Concept Foc sed 
nstr ction CF  shapes prospective teachers  perspectives on mathematics or their ability to teach lessons 

effectively. n order to determine hen and ho  preservice teachers integrate the CF  core principles into 
their thin ing, it is critical to collect and analy e more alitative data from artifacts s ch as o rnal 
reflections, class assignments and digitally recorded teaching presentations. 

n closing, e ant to s mmari e 1  the p rpose of integrating Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  
into mathematics methods instr ction, and 2  clarify ho  CF  fits ithin the c rrent practices in the field 
of preservice mathematics teacher ed cation. First, a theory of instr ction, specifically CF , can help 
prospective teachers simplify and vis ali e the connections bet een ho  mathematics is done, the ay 
that st dents int itively learn mathematics and effective approaches for teaching mathematics. When 
prospective teachers are st beginning their professional development, they tend to see these ideas as 
separate beca se as a st dent of mathematics, they have no e plicit e periences ith connecting these 
elements. We have fo nd that once the above connections ma e sense to the prospective teacher, they are 
better able to nderstand and disc ss many of the c rrent ideas fo nd in the mathematics ed cation 
literat re. n addition, e have reali ed ntil the connections ma e sense to the preservice teacher, the 
preservice teacher ill fail to integrate the more constr ctivist ideas in their instr ction.  

Second, Concept Foc sed nstr ction CF  is not a replacement for instr ctional approaches discussed 
in methods courses, such as problem based or in iry based instr ction. CF  merely provides a fo ndation 
for prospective teachers to b ild pon. nce this fo ndation is established, the instr ctional approaches 
disc ssed in the method co rse ma e more sense to them. Concept Foc sed nstr ction merely provides 
preservice teachers ith a basic nderstanding of ho  to thin  abo t mathematics learning and teaching, 

hich then assists them in nderstanding and then designing and implementing learner centered 
instr ction. 
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